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            Abstract
Incidence and mortality for sex-unspecific cancers are higher among men, a fact that is largely unexplained1,2. Furthermore, age-related loss of chromosome Y (LOY) is frequent in normal hematopoietic cells3,4, but the phenotypic consequences of LOY have been elusive5,6,7,8,9,10. From analysis of 1,153 elderly men, we report that LOY in peripheral blood was associated with risks of all-cause mortality (hazards ratio (HR) = 1.91, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 1.17–3.13; 637 events) and non-hematological cancer mortality (HR = 3.62, 95% CI = 1.56–8.41; 132 events). LOY affected at least 8.2% of the subjects in this cohort, and median survival times among men with LOY were 5.5 years shorter. Association of LOY with risk of all-cause mortality was validated in an independent cohort (HR = 3.66) in which 20.5% of subjects showed LOY. These results illustrate the impact of post-zygotic mosaicism on disease risk, could explain why males are more frequently affected by cancer and suggest that chromosome Y is important in processes beyond sex determination. LOY in blood could become a predictive biomarker of male carcinogenesis.
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                    Figure 1: Structural genetic variants found in phenotypically normal blood cells from 1,141 elderly men with no previous record of hematological malignancy.[image: ]


Figure 2: LOY frequency estimation after accounting for experimental variation.[image: ]


Figure 3: LOY and its effect on mortality.[image: ]


Figure 4: Longitudinal LOY analyses in five elderly men showing progressive accumulation of cells containing LOY with increasing age.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Flowchart describing all steps in the analysis of 1,217 ULSAM participants genotyped on the Illumina 2.5M HumanOmni SNP BeadChip.
This figure also summarizes major findings and refers to relevant figures and tables showing detailed results. Boxes with numbers 1 and 2 summarize the scoring of aberrations from the cohorts of 1,153 and 1,141 ULSAM subjects. Boxes with numbers 3 and 4 refer to primary survival analyses and exploratory survival analyses using 982 participants, respectively.


Supplementary Figure 2 Circos plots showing the structural variants found in the entire cohort of 1,153 participants who were successfully genotyped on Illumina BeadChips.
The numbers of deletions, CNNLOH events and gains are shown with red, green and blue bars, respectively. Panels a and b show 688 subjects without cancer history and 465 cases with cancer diagnoses, respectively. Panels c and d display 12 participants with a history of hematological malignancy before blood sampling and 73 individuals with diagnoses of hematological malignancy after blood sampling. Correspondingly, panels e and f illustrate data from 162 participants with diagnoses with non-hematological malignancy before blood sampling and 262 cases who received diagnoses of non-hematological cancer after sampling. Data showing LOY in panels a,b,e,f are not shown to scale (highlighted with an asterisk). The numbers of LOY events in these panels are 55, 38, 13 and 29, respectively.


Supplementary Figure 3 Estimation of the percentage of blood cells affected by LOY through analysis of SNP array data from PAR1 of chromosomes X and Y using MAD software in the ULSAM cohort.
PAR1 is the largest of the PARs (regions with homologous sequences on chromosomes X and Y) with coordinates 10,001–2,649,520 on chromosome Y and 60,001–2,699,520 on chromosome X. MAD software is a tool for the detection and quantification of somatic structural variants from SNP array data, which uses diploid BAF values for the identification and LRR values for the quantification of somatic variants, and is not originally intended for analyses of chromosome Y data. However, by using the correlation between LRR in the PAR1 region of the Y chromosome and dBAF (absolute deviation from the expected BAF value of 0.5 in heterozygous probes) of the PAR1 region of chromosomes X and Y (panel a), we could use MAD quantification of the diploid PAR1 region on chromosomes X and Y to calculate the percentage of cells affected by LOY (panel b) in a two-step process. For example, the dBAF value at the LRR threshold for survival analyses (mLRR-Y ≤ –0.4) can be found using the equation given in panel a (0.178). This equation (y = –2.7823x + 0.0954) is describing the relationship between mLRR-Y on chromosome Y and dBAF on chromosomes X and Y for the 1,141 subjects. Next, the percentage of cells affected by LOY can be found by applying the equation in panel b that describes the relationship between dBAF and the percentage of cells as estimated by MAD software for 14 cases (y = 1.832x + 0.023). For this example, dBAF of 0.178 translates to LOY in 35% of cells.


Supplementary Figure 4 Validation of findings of LOY using next-generation sequencing for six candidate subjects.
Low-coverage whole-genome sequencing was performed on 100 participants from the cohort. Among the 93 subjects with a median LRR in the male-specific region on chromosome Y (mLRR-Y, i.e., the median LRR for ∼2,560 SNP probes in the region chr. Y: 2,694,521–59,034,049, hg19/GRCh37) lower than –0.139 (i.e., the threshold for frequency estimation, Fig. 2), whole-genome sequencing was performed in 6 participants. Panel a shows LRR data from the male-specific region on chromosome Y (MSY) in these 6 subjects using box plots. The rightmost box (in all panels) contains data from the 94 sequenced individuals with an mLRR-Y value above the –0.139 threshold for frequency estimation. The red lines in all panels represent the expected normal state. Next-generation sequencing data from the 6 subjects and 94 controls are plotted in panel b. The median read depth in the MSY for the 94 subjects without LOY was 1.6 (s.d. = 0.6). The corresponding read depth in the six subjects with LOY was 1.3 (s.d. = 0.5). In comparison, the median read depth on chromosome 22 was 3.8 (s.d. = 1.4) in the 94 subjects without LOY and 3.8 (s.d. = 1.2) in the 6 subjects with LOY. Read depth data were used to estimate the ploidy of chromosome 22 and the MSY region on chromosome Y in comparison with the rest of the genome using FREEC software39. The estimated ploidy is plotted in panels b and d. FREEC calculates ploidy for the regions of interest as the copy number value in each 5-kb window in the region of interest after GC content read count normalization, given a normal autosomal ploidy of 2. Panels c and d show that the copy number state on chromosome 22 is normal in the participants affected with LOY and is plotted in panels a and b, using SNP array and next-generation sequencing data, respectively.


Supplementary Figure 5 Detailed individual validations of LOY in ULSAM subjects 98 and 279 using low-coverage whole-genome next-generation sequencing.
In panels a and b are plotted SNP array and next-generation sequencing data from chromosomes 22, X and Y for each subject. LRR (blue dots) and BAF (red dots) values from SNP array data are plotted overlaid, and the percentages of cells affected were calculated using MAD software35. LRR values on sex chromosomes were normalized to a diploid state, and chromosome X probes (residing outside PAR regions) with ambiguous clustering (scored as heterozygotes) are excluded from analyses. The ploidy value, estimated from next-generation sequencing data, was calculated using FREEC software39. Blue lines indicate the normal copy number state, and the red line indicates the observed LOY. SNP array data within MSY include clusters of probes for known highly repetitive genes and loci, e.g., the TSPYA, TSPYB and RBMY1 genes16,17. Therefore, probes covering these loci do not reflect the true copy number state of chromosome Y. These regions are not included in the mapping of next-generation sequencing reads.


Supplementary Figure 6 Detailed individual validations of LOY in ULSAM subjects 531 and 693 using low-coverage whole-genome next-generation sequencing.
In panels a and b are plotted SNP array and next-generation sequencing data from chromosomes 22, X and Y for each subject. LRR (blue dots) and BAF (red dots) values from SNP array data are plotted overlaid, and the percentages of cells affected were calculated using MAD software35. LRR values on sex chromosomes were normalized to a diploid state, and chromosome X probes (residing outside PAR regions) with ambiguous clustering (scored as heterozygotes) are excluded from analyses. The ploidy value, estimated from next-generation sequencing data, was calculated using FREEC software39. Blue lines indicate the normal copy number state, and the red line indicates the observed LOY. SNP array data within MSY include clusters of probes for known highly repetitive genes and loci, e.g., the TSPYA, TSPYB and RBMY1 genes16,17. Therefore, probes covering these loci do not reflect the true copy number state of chromosome Y. These regions are not included in the mapping of next-generation sequencing reads.


Supplementary Figure 7 Detailed individual validations of LOY in ULSAM subjects 1124 and 1238 using low-coverage whole-genome next-generation sequencing).
In panels a and b are plotted SNP array and next-generation sequencing data from chromosomes 22, X and Y for each subject. LRR (blue dots) and BAF (red dots) values from SNP array data are plotted overlaid, and the percentages of cells affected were calculated using MAD software35. LRR values on sex chromosomes were normalized to a diploid state, and chromosome X probes (residing outside PAR regions) with ambiguous clustering (scored as heterozygotes) are excluded from analyses. The ploidy value, estimated from next-generation sequencing data, was calculated using FREEC software39. Blue lines indicate the normal copy number state, and the red line indicates the observed LOY. SNP array data within MSY include clusters of probes for known highly repetitive genes and loci, e.g., the TSPYA, TSPYB and RBMY1 genes16,17. Therefore, probes covering these loci do not reflect the true copy number state of chromosome Y. These regions are not included in the mapping of next-generation sequencing reads.


Supplementary Figure 8 Examples of autosomal structural genetic aberrations of ≥ 2 Mb in length in the ULSAM cohort.
LRR and BAF values from SNP array data as well as validation with next-generation sequencing using low-coverage whole-genome sequencing (panel c) or exome sequencing (panels a,b,d–f) with an average coverage of 17×. Triangles indicate the positions of calls for structural variants, and probes within these positions are plotted in red. Panels c and d show two examples of CNNLOH; in these cases, next-generation sequencing did not, as expected, detect any structural changes in these regions.


Supplementary Figure 9 Examples of autosomal structural genetic aberrations of ≥ 2 Mb in length in the ULSAM cohort.
In each panel, LRR and BAF values from SNP array data are plotted. Triangles indicate the positions of calls for structural variants, and probes within these positions are plotted in red.


Supplementary Figure 10 Examples of autosomal structural genetic aberrations of ≥ 2 Mb in length in the ULSAM cohort.
In each panel, LRR and BAF values from SNP array data are plotted. Triangles indicate the positions of calls for structural variants, and probes within these positions are plotted in red.


Supplementary Figure 11 No validation of suggested cases of GOY using low-coverage (∼5×) whole-genome next-generation sequencing.
Of 100 sequenced participants, 3 had a positive median LRR on the SNP array in the male-specific part of chromosome Y (mLRR-Y), indicating possible GOY. In panels a–c are plotted the SNP array and next-generation sequencing data from chromosomes 22, X and Y for each of these three subjects. The LRR and BAF values from SNP array data are plotted overlaid, and the percentages of cells affected were calculated using MAD software35. LRR values on sex chromosomes were normalized to diploid state, and chromosome X probes (residing outside PAR regions) with ambiguous clustering (scored as heterozygotes) are excluded from analyses. The ploidy estimated from next-generation sequencing data was calculated using FREEC software39. Blue lines indicate the normal copy number state, and the red line indicates the observed LOY.


Supplementary Figure 12 Results from exploratory survival analyses in the ULSAM cohort using Cox proportional hazards regression models with different thresholds for the classification of participants into groups 1 and 0 on the basis of their level of LOY measured as the median LRR in the male-specific part of chromosome Y (mLRR-Y).
The number of participants (n) with LOY and the minimum percentage of affected cells for each subject are given for each of the tested thresholds. The red and blue curves represent results from analyses with cancer mortality and all-cause mortality as endpoints, respectively. Models with significant effect on mortality (α level of 0.05) are indicated by solid black triangles, and non-significant models are plotted with empty triangles. On the basis of these results, mLRR-Y at –0.4 is the most informative threshold for survival analyses in the studied ULSAM cohort.


Supplementary Figure 13 LOY frequency estimation in the PIVUS cohort after accounting for experimental variation.
Panel a shows median LRR in the male-specific part of chromosome Y (mLRR-Y) observed in all men (n = 488) genotyped from this cohort. Each triangle represents one participant. Panel b shows the distribution of mLRR-Y (gray bars) and the experimental noise (white bars) that were used to find the threshold for the estimation of LOY frequency. The latter distribution was generated as described in the Online Methods. The dotted black lines represent the 99% CIs of the distribution of expected experimental background noise. Among the 488 men in PIVUS, we found that 100 subjects (20.5%) had an mLRR-Y value lower than –0.154, which represents the lowest value in the distribution of experimental noise and corresponds to >13% of cells with LOY.


Supplementary Figure 14 Validation of the result that men with LOY are at a higher risk for all-cause mortality in an independent cohort (PIVUS).
Panel a shows the results from Cox proportional hazards regression models with all-cause mortality as the endpoint using different thresholds in the analyses of 488 men. The participants were classified into groups 1 and 0 on the basis of their degree of LOY using different thresholds for mLRR-Y, i.e., the median LRR in the male-specific part of chromosome Y. The number of participants (n) with LOY and the minimum percentage of affected cells for each subject are given for each of the tested thresholds. On the basis of these results, mLRR-Y at –0.5 is the most informative threshold for survival analyses in the PIVUS cohort. Panel b shows the results from a Cox proportional hazards regression model testing the effect of LOY on risk for all-cause mortality in 488 PIVUS men at the –0.5 threshold. The survival of men with LOY is represented by the red curve. HRs, P value, 95% CIs and the number of events are shown.


Supplementary Figure 15 Comparisons of the spectrum of cancer diagnoses for ULSAM participants with and without LOY who were successfully genotyped on Illumina BeadChips and scored for structural genetic variants.
The cutoff level for LOY used for these comparisons was mLRR-Y <–0.139, corresponding to LOY in >18% of cells (see Fig. 2, Supplementary Fig. 3 and the text). Panels a and b display cancer diagnoses for the entire cohort of 1,153 men with 93 participants scored with LOY and 1,060 subjects who were not scored with LOY, respectively. Panels c and d show the distribution of the cancer diagnoses in the cohort after excluding subjects with cancer before blood sampling. In the remaining 982 men, 80 subjects were scored with LOY and 902 subjects were not scored with LOY. All cancer diagnoses were grouped into 13 categories, and, for each category, the percentage of cases is shown, followed by the absolute number of patients (in parentheses) with the diagnosis category. GI, gastrointestinal; ENT, ear/nose/throat; CNS, central nervous system.
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